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Motivation

Jet engines work in highly transient conditions 
due to frequent and sharp maneuvers. 

Hence, the engine components are subjected to 
constantly changing temperatures and forces. 

In such hazardous and complex conditions, the 
components may fail in service. Thus, life 
assessment is a must. 

The objective of this work is to assess thermo-
mechanical fatigue life of a stationary component 
of a F110-GE-100 engine 
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The Engine

The F110The F110--GEGE--100 engine is an augmented, mixed100 engine is an augmented, mixed--flow, turbofan flow, turbofan 

engine. It consists of a high pressure system, a low pressure syengine. It consists of a high pressure system, a low pressure system stem 

and  a variable area exhaust nozzle. and  a variable area exhaust nozzle. 

The region of interest:The region of interest: First stage low pressure turbine (LPT)First stage low pressure turbine (LPT)
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The Region of Interest

Practical experience shows that these pins are Practical experience shows that these pins are 

critical components whose failure may have critical components whose failure may have 

serious consequences.serious consequences.
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Failure Mechanisms

Built area

Low Cycle Fatigue (LCF)Low Cycle Fatigue (LCF)

High Cycle Fatigue (HCF)High Cycle Fatigue (HCF)

ThermoThermo--Mechanical Fatigue (TMF)Mechanical Fatigue (TMF)

CreepCreep

Corrosion Corrosion 

Erosion Erosion 

Fretting Fretting 

WearWear

�� Analysis of failure mechanisms requires detailed  Analysis of failure mechanisms requires detailed  

knowledge of knowledge of stressstress and and temperaturetemperature fields throughout a fields throughout a 

mission.mission.
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Thermal Analysis

Built area

To obtain temperature history of the To obtain temperature history of the 

engine components at each phase of a engine components at each phase of a 

given mission.given mission.

Thermal model uses Thermal model uses 

–– mission profile mission profile 

–– gas stream and cooling air temperatures gas stream and cooling air temperatures 

–– gas stream and cooling air velocities gas stream and cooling air velocities 

(convection)(convection)

Convective velocities are calculated Convective velocities are calculated 

from the from the givengiven

–– mass flow rates, static and total pressures mass flow rates, static and total pressures 

and temperature and temperature 

UsingUsing

–– continuity continuity eqneqn..

–– Isentropic relationsIsentropic relations

MscMsc MARC is used as FEA solver.MARC is used as FEA solver.
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Thermal Analysis Results

Temperature distributions Temperature distributions 

obtained from thermal obtained from thermal 

analysis will be used inanalysis will be used in

–– stress analysisstress analysis

(thermal stresses) (thermal stresses) 

–– creep damage assessmentcreep damage assessment

Temperatures are in KelvinTemperatures are in Kelvin
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Stress Analysis

Boundary conditionsBoundary conditions

�� Applied loading :Applied loading : Gas pressures (total pressure) and temperatureGas pressures (total pressure) and temperature

�� The same mesh is used in both heat transfer and stress analysisThe same mesh is used in both heat transfer and stress analysis..
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Stress Analysis Results

the critical location 

stress history at the critical location
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Fatigue Life (Nf) Assessment

Fatigue life =Fatigue life =

InitiationInitiation life, life, NNff
ii, is computed via strain, is computed via strain--life relations.life relations.

PropagationPropagation life, life, NNff
pp, is computed via fracture mechanics formulations., is computed via fracture mechanics formulations.

� At high strain amplitudes (as in our case), 

the majority of the fatigue life is spent propagating a crack.
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Fracture Mechanics Formulation

( )
nda

C K
dN

= ∆

Simplest formulation : Simplest formulation : Paris LawParis Law

K aβ σ π∆ = ∆wherewhere

However,However,

Paris Law is OK.Paris Law is OK.

Retardation Retardation 

modelsmodels

--WheelerWheeler

--WillenborgWillenborg

--ClosureClosure

* * RetardationRetardation is the is the reductionreduction in the crack growth rate after an in the crack growth rate after an overloadoverload..

Need to use Retardation modelsNeed to use Retardation models

ββ : geometry factor: geometry factor

σσ : stress: stress

a a : crack length: crack length
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Mixed-Mode Loading

�� The pin is under The pin is under mixedmixed--modemode loading conditionsloading conditions

Mode I : opening (tensile) mode Mode I : opening (tensile) mode 

–– crack faces are pulled apart crack faces are pulled apart 

Mode II : sliding (inMode II : sliding (in--plane shear) mode plane shear) mode 

–– crack surfaces slide over each othercrack surfaces slide over each other

Mode III : tearing (antiMode III : tearing (anti--plane shear) mode plane shear) mode 

–– crack surfaces move parallel to the leading edge of the crackcrack surfaces move parallel to the leading edge of the crack

�� Here we have mode I and II. Stress intensity factors KHere we have mode I and II. Stress intensity factors KII and Kand KIIII are computed via FEA.are computed via FEA.
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Prediction of Mixed-Mode Crack Growth 

Directions
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Crack Growth

Crack growth is predicted for discrete crack sizes.Crack growth is predicted for discrete crack sizes.

For each crack size, geometry factor is calculated (next slide).For each crack size, geometry factor is calculated (next slide).
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Geometry Factor Calculations

After calculating After calculating KKII, , KKIIII and and θθ

Crack propagation is simulated in AFGROW as mode type I with Crack propagation is simulated in AFGROW as mode type I with 

11 discrete crack size are modeled11 discrete crack size are modeled

Geometry factors are calculated from Geometry factors are calculated from 
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Fatigue Life Prediction by AFGROW

Without crackWithout crack
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Creep Life Prediction

CreepCreep is the inelastic deformation of a is the inelastic deformation of a 

material that is subjected to a stress below material that is subjected to a stress below 

its yield stress when that material is at a its yield stress when that material is at a 

high homologous temperature.high homologous temperature.

�� occurs in three stages (see figure)occurs in three stages (see figure)

Hold times (Hold times (tthh) are determined. ) are determined. 

For these hold periods,  For these hold periods,  

–– creep rupture times (tcreep rupture times (trr) are ) are 

calculatedcalculated

Creep lifeCreep life

–– NNcc = = ttrr / / tthh
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TMF Life Prediction

Disadvantage:Disadvantage:

-- Disregards fatigue creep Disregards fatigue creep 

interactioninteraction

Creep is Creep is NOTNOT

as effective as as effective as 

fatigue.fatigue.
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Comparison with Available Data

MILMIL--STDSTD--1783, ENSIP (Engine Structural Integrity Program) states 1783, ENSIP (Engine Structural Integrity Program) states 

that that ““all engine critical parts are to be designed to all engine critical parts are to be designed to twicetwice the life the life 

requirement.requirement.””

When retardation effects were neglected, When retardation effects were neglected, 

–– N = N = 48204820 hours  hours  →→ the life requirement is the life requirement is 24102410 hours. hours. 

The component retirement time given by Turkish Air Force is arouThe component retirement time given by Turkish Air Force is around nd 

15001500--18001800 hours as dictated by the technical orders. hours as dictated by the technical orders. 

So, TMF results of this study is reasonable value.  We calculateSo, TMF results of this study is reasonable value.  We calculated a d a 

larger value compared to retirement time given by Turkish Air Folarger value compared to retirement time given by Turkish Air Force. rce. 

This makes sense since the pins should be removed before the whoThis makes sense since the pins should be removed before the whole le 

life of the pins are spent.life of the pins are spent.
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Summary

AA finite element model of a segment of F110finite element model of a segment of F110--GEGE--100 engine is generated by 100 engine is generated by 
using MARC for thermal analysis.using MARC for thermal analysis.

The same model and the output of thermal analysis are used in a The same model and the output of thermal analysis are used in a stress stress 
analysis to determine the most critical location in the pin.analysis to determine the most critical location in the pin.

A crack of varying lengths was modelled by using A crack of varying lengths was modelled by using MscMsc MARC. KMARC. KII, K, KIIII, crack , crack 
propagation angle and geometry factor propagation angle and geometry factor ββ are calculated for each crack length. are calculated for each crack length. 

Calculated  geometry factors and the maximum principal stress prCalculated  geometry factors and the maximum principal stress profile of the ofile of the 
critical location are used to predict the fatigue crack propagatcritical location are used to predict the fatigue crack propagation life (ion life (NNff ) by ) by 
using AFGROW. using AFGROW. 

Hold periods (Hold periods (tthh) are determined. Creep rupture times () are determined. Creep rupture times (ttrr) are calculated.) are calculated.

ThermoThermo--mechanical fatigue life is assessed by using a linear damage mechanical fatigue life is assessed by using a linear damage 
accumulation model. accumulation model. 

ThermoThermo--mechanical fatigue life calculated is a reasonable value comparemechanical fatigue life calculated is a reasonable value compared to d to 
the component retirement time given by Turkish Air Force.the component retirement time given by Turkish Air Force.
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End of presentation

Next : Back-up slides
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Crack growth retardation
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Retardation models
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SIF Calculation by FEA


